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G I R L P O W E R W O R K S H O P S . C O M . A U



Did you know that when we know who we really are, we feel
more confident and make better choices for ourselves?
Knowing who you are can be as simple as knowing what your
favourite food is or being aware of the activities that make us
feel happy. The more we understand about ourselves, the
happier we feel. So, it makes sense for YOU to get to know
YOU! Let's get to know YOU now!

WHAT MAKES YOU, YOU?

My Name: _________________________

Me

Draw a picture or stick a
photo of yourself here!
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Food: ..............................................................
Holiday:..........................................................
Movie: ............................................................ 
Book: ..............................................................
Animal: ..........................................................

..
Could Go Anywhere In The World, I'd Go To: ..........................................
Could Meet A Famous Person I'd Meet: ....................................................
Could Invent Something It Would Be:.........................................................
Had A Super Power It Would Be: ..................................................................

My birthday is on: .............................................
I am ............................ years old
The Country I Live In Is: .................................
The People In My Family Are: ......................
....................................................................................
My pets  Are (if any): .......................................

GETTING TO KNOW YOU!

Favourites

The Basics

If I....
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This Is Me

Me

Family

Things I'm
Good At

Friends

Things I Do
 For Fun



I M P O R T A N T  P E O P L E
I N  M Y  L I F E

WHO AM I?

S O M E T H I N G  I ' M  
G O O D  A T

M Y  F A V O U R I T E
P L A C E

P E R S O N  O R  P E O P L E  I  C A N
T A L K  T O  I F  I ' M  U P S E T

M Y  F A V O U R I T E  T H I N G
T O  D O

M Y  F A V O U R I T E  S O N G

A  D R E A M  F O R  T H E
F U T U R E
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S O M E O N E  W H O
M A K E S  M E  S M I L E



A  T I M E  I  W A S  K I N D

A TIME I...

A  T I M E  I  L E A R N T
S O M E T H I N G  N E W

I  T I M E  I  F E L T
E X C I T E D

A  T I M E  I  H E L P E D
S O M E O N E

A  T I M E  I  W A S  B R A V E

A  T I M E  I  F E L T
R E L A X E D

A  T I M E  I  L A U G H E D  A
L O T

A  T I M E  I  F E L T  P R O U D
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WHAT I LOVE ABOUT ME

What I Love About My
Personality

What I Love About My Family What I Love About How I Look

What I Love About My Friends What I Love About My Hobbies What I Love To Do To Relax

What I Love About My House What I Love About My
Strengths

What I Love About Weekends

What I Love About School What I Love About My Country What I Love About My Life
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There is a lot to love about you and your life - you are one of a kind! 



POSITIVE WORDS TO DESCRIBE

ME
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I am............................ I am............................

I am........................

I am............................

I am........................

I am............................



MIRROR MIRROR

Write 3 sentences in the mirror. 
Start them with:

I can.....
I am......

I know how to.....
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COMPLIMENT
YOURSELF

There is a lot about you to compliment - your individuality is one of a
kind. To build your confidence, it is helpful to know what you are good

at. Often, what we are good at is also what we love to do and what
makes us shine! 

List 5 things you are good at and love to do. Think about your
character traits, interests and hobbies.

YOU ROCK!



MY LETTER TO ME
What would you say to your best friend in a letter? 
Pretend you are your own best friend and write a nice letter to
YOU. Write about the things you like about yourself! You could
write about your strengths, your hobbies, a time you were brave,
a time you were kind and an interesting random fact!

Dear........................



ALL ABOUT ME

Did you know that when we know who we really are, we feel
more confident and make better choices for ourselves? . The
more we understand about ourselves, the happier we feel. So,
it makes sense for YOU to get to know YOU! Let's get to know
YOU now!  

Firstly, some BASIC FACTS - write responses below.

NAME BIRTHDAY FAMILY
MEMBERS

MY
SCHOOL

PETS 
(if any)

FRIENDS



I love......



I feel HAPPY
WHEN I....



WHAT ARE YOUR STRENGTHS?
We all have different strengths and talents. Serena Williams is a famous
tennis player with athletic talents, JK Rowling wrote the Harry Potter
books and has literacy strengths and Albert Einstein was known for his
maths and logic strengths. Just like these heroes, YOU have strengths and
talents that can blossom once they are identified. Some strengths come
naturally, while others take effort and practise to improve. 

People often find that they feel the happiest when they are using their
strengths.  

On a blank piece of paper, draw a picture of your face. From the
pages to follow, cut out words, statements and pictures that

reflect your unique strengths and stick them around your face!
If you have other strengths that aren't listed,

 feel free to add them!
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STRENGTHS SELF-PORTRAIT



Football

Ambitious

Risk Taker

Patient

Love Challenges

AMAZING

Loving

Courageous

Adventurous

Gymnastics

Kind

Caring

Cooking

Friendly

polite

athletic

Resilient

CARING FOR
ANIMALS

Reading

Maths

PuzzLes

Swimming

ART

Cheerful
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QUIRKY

INTELLIGENT

cooking

Science

DETERMINED

thoughtful

Singing

Ballet

HAPPY

ACTIVE

Inspiring

good

FRIEND

fLEXIBLE

Organised

CURIOUS

Reliable

writing

creative

Sport

Problem
Solver

Surfing

LOGICAL

Drawing
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What Other Strengths 
Do You Have? 

Write some of your strengths in the balloons and colour them
using the colour corresponding to the type of strength

Character Strengths (eg kindness, resilience, curiosity)
Creative Strengths (eg Art, Music, Dance)

Sports Strengths (eg Netball, Football, Athletics)
Logic Strengths (eg Maths, Puzzles, Word Problems)

Language Strengths (eg Reading, Writing, Acting)



Friendship is awesome! Want to know why? Friends teach us about
team work, empathy, helping others and support us during happy times
and sad times. Having a friend is also fun! With a friend we can laugh,

engage in games and activities together and talk about 
things we have in common.

Draw yourself and a friend below!

Friendship



Baking up A Friendship
There will be times in your life when you want to make a new

friend. Perhaps you are starting at a new school,  joining a new
after school activity or you just want to meet some new people. 

In the 'Making Friends' video, we discuss ways that you can make a
new friend. On the cupcakes below, write down some ways that

you could make a new friend. Think about what you might say, your
body language and questions you might ask.



When we meet someone for the first time we can say things and ask
questions that help form a connection with that person. 

Sally is starting at a new school. She meets Hannah. In the speech
bubbles, write some things they might say to each other in their first

conversation. 

GOOD CONVERSATIONS

Sally Hannah



Conversations are a big part of friendship! 
There are some skills we can practise to be great at conversations.

Some conversation skills are in the Word Search below - how many can
you find?

GOOD CONVERSATIONS



FRIENDSHIP CAKE  RECIPE

Ingredients

Method



There are lots of things that make up a positive friendship. Look
at the words below -  write down examples of when friends might

demonstrate these qualities in a friendship. 
Kindness

Trust

        POSITIVE FRIENDSHIPS

Respect

Fun

Support



WANTED!

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Must have the following qualities

A True Friend

Reward: Friend In Return!

Picture



FRIENDSHIP FIRES
Sometimes in a friendship, things happen that make us feel hurt, angry or

confused. They are a bit like 'fires'.  When this happens, it's important to try not
to let a fire get out of control . To turn down the heat, consider one of the 'fire

extinguishers' discussed in our video.  Can you remember what they are?
 Fill in the missing words in these sentences.

When you are feeling upset about a friendship issue, think
about whether there is anything you could have done
........................ Do you need to say ........................ or do something
................................?

1.

2. Think to yourself 'how................is the problem? Could you let it go
and ....................... it off?

3. Talk to the person about how you ..................... Or you could even
write them a ........................ If you don't feel comfortable talking to
them, perhaps talk to ......................................................... about the issue.

bad
shake
nice

differently
letter
space

feel
sorry
a trusted adult

4. Do you need some ............................... from this person or people?
Could you play with some other people?



What do you think these girls could do to fix their 
friendship troubles? 

Emily told Sophie that she shouldn't play with the new girl at
school, even though Sophie wants to. 
 What do you think Sophie  should do? 

FRIENDSHIP FIRES

Kaylee thinks that Eva said some mean things about her behind
her behind her back. What do you think Kaylee should do?
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Georgia feels left out of the games that some of the girls play
at lunchtime and it makes her feel sad.  
What do you think Georgia should do? 

Olivia said something to Alice that Alice thought was mean.
Now Alice isn't talking to Olivia. 

What do you think  Olivia  should do? 

Lucy is always telling Holly what to do and bossing her around. 
Holly doesn't like it.  

What do you think Holly  should do? 



Friendship Hearts
Cut out the hearts and write nice
messages to friends and special
people in your life. You can use

different colours and add
sparkles or stickers if you like.
Tell them what you really like
and appreciate about them! 





Good friends make us feel good about ourselves and bring out the best in us. In
a good friendship, both friends enjoy being with the other person and feel
happy around each other.

On the cupcake below, write some ways you can MAKE  a new friend, KEEP a
friend and some things you can do to make the friendship extra special!

My Friendship Cupcake

Ways To
MAKE 
Friends

Ways To
KEEP 

Friends

Extra
SPECIAL
Things!
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Using the code chart at the bottom of the page, see if you can work out what
these messages say! The answers are on the next page (don't peek!)

Friendship Code Breaker

= a = b = c = d

= i = j= h = k = l

= f

= m

= e

= n

= v = w= u= t= s= r

= g

= o

= p

= x = y

= q

= z

Message 1

Message 2



Answer Sheet

Message 1
To have a good friend you need to be a good friend.

Message 2
Good friends are like stars. You can't always see them but they are always there.



POSITIVE FRIENDSHIPS

Friendship is awesome! 
Want to know why? Friends teach us about team work, empathy, helping
others and support us during happy times and sad times. Having a friend

is also fun! With a friend we can laugh, engage in games and activities
together and talk about things we have in common.
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FRIENDSHIP SOUP  RECIPE

Method

Ingredients



POSITIVE FRIENDSHIPS
There are lots of things that make up a positive friendship. Look at the words below - 

 write or draw examples of when friends might demonstrate these qualities in a
friendship. 

TrustRespect

Support

Fun Kindness

Caring



Positive
elements of a

friendship

There will be times in your life when you want to make a new friend. Perhaps if you start at a new
school,  join a new after school activity or just want to meet some new people. What are FIVE
ways that you could start to get to know someone? Write them on the FLOWER POT below.

Good friends make us feel good about ourselves and bring out the best in us. In a good friendship,
both friends enjoy being with the other person and feel happy around each other. A flower needs
sun, water and earth to thrive. What does a friendship need to thrive?  Write your answers on the
petals.

 A Friendship In Bloom

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ways to
make friends



Friendship
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Having good friends is important - friends support us, encourage us, help us learn new
things and we also have lots of fun with friends. People with good friends in their lives

have greater levels of happiness and well-being.  
Draw a friend below.



Have Empathy
Reflect on your own behaviour and actions. Think about how the other
person/people in the situation might feel. Did something you do or say contribute to
this issue? Would it help if you said sorry or something nice to the other person?
Could You 'Shake It Off'? 
How bad is the problem? Is the issue something that you could just let go and 'shake
off'? Sometimes it's not worth making a fuss and the situation naturally settles
down.
Find A Compromise
Compromising is about reaching an agreement - you and the other person might
have to give a little. Compromising helps makes things fair.
I Feel...
Try telling your friend how you feel in a kind, respectful and calm manner. Use
statements that start with 'I feel...' rather than 'You...'.
Distance
Sometimes friends need some time apart. Maybe you could play or hang out with
some other people?
Be Nice
Even if you feel people are being unfair or mean, it's important that you still remain
nice and treat everyone around you with kindness and respect.
Reach Out For Help
If none of the above strategies work, reach out for help from a trusted adult such
as a parent, teacher or counsellor. 

Look at the above letters that are in BLUE. If you jumble them up, what do they
spell?!

Ways To Manage Friendship Issues



REMEMBER! True Friends...
- Share

- Trust each other
- Are kind to each other

- Tell each other how they feel
- Listen to each other

- Respect people's differences
- Help each other

- Give each other compliments
- Include each other

- Care about each other
- Stand up for each other
- Encourage each other

- Have fun together

These things are mean - if they become repeated and ongoing, it's bullying
- Talking about parties in front of you when you aren't invited

- Ignoring you or getting others to ignore you
- Intimidation - following you, looming over you, staring at you

- Jokes or 'hoaxes' such as telling you to go into the wrong room at school 
- Rudeness when talking such as rolling of eyes, sighing, sarcastic comments, whispering,

mimicking or mocking
- Saying 'I won't be your friend anymore' if you don't go along with something 

- Teasing
- Spreading gossip, secrets, lies and rumours

- Damage to your property
- Leaving hurtful messages via notes, 

social media and phone
- Threats of physical violence

FRIENDSHIP

What is Mean Behaviour? 



Think positive thoughts

Own your words. Use strong, assertive language such as 'That's interesting',
'Are you having a bad day?' and 'I'm fine with the way I am, so whatever!'

Wear confidence. Stand tall with your shoulders back. Use eye contact.

Sometimes it's best to exit the situation by walking away or turning your back.

Reach out for help from a teacher, counsellor, parent or other trusted adult. 

Often, the reason people bully is to try to feel powerFUL and make you feel powerLESS. 
Here are some ways you can HOLD YOUR OWN POWER.

HOLD YOUR POWER

This is about 
them,

  not me....

BULLY-PROOF THOUGHT BUBBLES

I know better than 
to believe that...

I will walk through 
this with 

confidence

I will hold my
 own power

I feel sorry for them.
They  think they 
have to be mean 

to feel good

I am good enough. 
I know that.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ruby is starting a new school. 
List  5 ways she could make a new friend.

FRIENDSHIP

Ellen and Mia are good friends - 
What qualities make a positive friendship?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Having good friends is important - friends support us, encourage us,
help us learn new things and we also have lots of fun with friends.

People with good friends in their lives have greater levels of
happiness and well-being. 
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Listen, then speak

Ask questions

Be kind

Eye contact

Smile

Don't interrupt

PICK THE GOOD CONVERSATION SKILLS!
Draw a line from each statement to either a  smiley or frownie face!

Face the person

Be interestedDon't just talk about yourself

Say 'How are you?'

Be Friendly

Interrupt

Look away

Only talk about yourself

Turn your back to the person

Talk really loudly

Say mean things about people

Keep changing the subject



Magical Friendships!

Friendship is awesome! Want to know why? Friends teach us about
team work, empathy, helping others and support us during happy
times and sad times. Having a friend is also fun! With a friend we can
laugh, engage in games and activities together and talk about things

we have in common.

Imagine that you are going to make a potion to  create the perfect
friendship! What ingredients would you include?

Finish the ingredients list below.

INGREDIENTS

FRIENDSHIP 
POTION

Kindness
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Sometimes things happen in friendships that can make you feel
upset, sad, confused or angry. Perhaps you feel left out,

misunderstood, lied to or asked to do something you don't want
to do. To fix the problem you could try using one of these

friendship wands.
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Tell your friend how you feel 
(be calm & assertive)

Talk to a trusted adult eg parent or teacher

Have some time apart

Play with some other friends

Reflect on your own behaviour - is there anything
you could have done differently?

Think about the situation from a different
perspective

How bad is the problem? Could you 'shake it off' 
and move on?

Friendship Wands



 Look at the wands on the previous page - which wand/s do you
think the girls could use to fix their friendship troubles? 

Emily told Sophie that she shouldn't play with the new girl at
school, even though Sophie wants to. 
 What do you think Sophie  should do? 

Friendship Wands

Kaylee thinks that Eva said some mean things about her behind
her behind her back. What do you think Kaylee should do?
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Georgia feels left out of the games that some of the girls play
at lunchtime and it makes her feel sad.  
What do you think Georgia should do? 

Olivia said something to Alice that Alice thought was mean.
Now Alice isn't talking to Olivia. 

What do you think  Olivia  should do? 

Lucy is always telling Holly what to do and bossing her around. 
Holly doesn't like it.  

What do you think Holly  should do? 



B E  K I N D

S
TA

N
D 

U
P

 F
O

R
O

TH
ER

S

P O S I T I V E  
T H O U G H T S

S t a n d  
T a l l

N O  
B U L L Y I N G



Topic 3: I Can Do It!

Do you know what a GROWTH MINDSET is? It's when you think that you can
better at something by putting in some effort and practise. A FIXED
MINDSET, on the other hand, is thinking that you're either good at
something or you're not and there's no point putting effort into something
you're not naturally good at. 

A growth mindset is like a ball of slime - it can stretch and change shape. A
fixed mindset is like a marble - it's hard and doesn't stretch or change shape.

I'm slime!
I can stretch and grow!!

I'm a marble!
I stay the same

I give up
I'll never be able to do it
This is too hard
There's no point in practising, I won't improve

If I keep trying, I'll get better
If I don't understand something, I ask for help
Mistakes help me learn
I can learn anything if I put in the effort

People with a FIXED mindset say things like...

People with a GROWTH mindset say things like...



Slime or Marble?
Draw a line from each statement to either slime or a marble

I'm never going to be
good at sport

I've never played netball

before but I'd like to give it

a go

I'm so bad at Maths

I don't give up

easily

If something doesn't work, Itry a different strategy

I embrace challenges
I improve with practise

Everything has to be

perfect

It's fun to try
something new

I don't say I can't do it, 
I say I can't do it YET!

If I make a mistake it 
means I'm hopeless

I don't try new things in case I fail
I might not be the best, but I had fun

When I put in some effort, I im
prove

I'm no good at anythingIf Plan A doesn't work, I try Plan B

Everyone is smarter than me I won't give up

I'll keep trying



1.
2.
3.
4.

Felix has never played cricket
before but he's going

 to give it a go.

Fred got a low mark in his
Maths test. He is going to talk

to his teacher about how he
can do better next time.

India made a mistake in her
ballet concert but she knows it's
not a big deal and that mistakes  

help her learn how to improve.

Thomson tripped over in
basketball. He thinks he's a bad

player. 

Spot A Growth Mindset! 
Write the names of the people on this page with a GROWTH MINDSET!

Beth really wants to swim 50
metres without stopping. But

she thinks it will be too hard so
she's not going to try.

Lucy's Science experiment
didn't work the way she

wanted it to. She's going to
try a different strategy.



 Resilience is having the ability to 'bounce back' when  things don't go
the way we want them to. Having resilience doesn't mean that we
don't feel things like sadness, frustration or anger - it just means that
we don't get stuck in our bad feelings for a long time. When we 'bounce
back', it helps us feel happy again sooner!

When problems come up, we can choose how we respond. We can
SPLAT like an egg and feel bad for a long time.... 

....OR we can BOUNCE like a ball and get back to being our awesome selves!

Resilience

Bounce!

Can you think of a time when you BOUNCED BACK 
from a problem?
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It feels bad now but I'll get through it ok

It's not the end of the world

Things will work out

I can laugh it off

I can handle this

I won't let this spoil everything

I can talk to someone 
about how I feel

It is what it is - I can deal with it

I am going to yell at someone 

I never get what I want

Draw a line from each statement to either an 
egg  (SPLAT!) or a bouncing ball (BOUNCE!) 

I'll be fine

What can I learn from this?I'll take some deep breaths

This is a disaster

My life is ruined

It's hopeless

This is the worst

I'm  so mad - I'm not going to  talk all day

Bounce or Splat?
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I can bounce back by (circle the best options)

Understanding that plans change
Asking someone else to take me
Yelling at mum

Planning another time to go 
Planning a movie night at home
Crying and stamping my feet

The Situation
Mum promised to take you to the movies on 
Saturday. When Saturday comes around, mum says
things have changed and she is too busy to take you.

I can bounce back by (circle the best options)

Enjoying the presents I did get
Saying thanks for my presents 
Throwing my presents in the bin

Understanding that I can't always get
what I want
Saying I hate my presents
Running into my room and crying

The Situation
It's Christmas morning and everyone is opening their 
presents. You receive lots of presents but not the one 
you wanted the most.

Read the situations below and decide how these kids could bounce back.
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Bounce or Splat?



You have had your pet dog Chestnut since you were a 
baby. One day you come home from school and dad 
tells you that Chestnut has died.

The class are working with partners on a project. You
have to work with Archie but he is messing around and
not doing any work. Your teacher tells you both off.

Having a special ceremony for 

Keeping some of Chestnut's things 

Getting angry and hitting things

       Chestnut

       to remember him by

I can bounce back by (circle the best options)

Breaking things in the house 
Making a photo board of Chestnut
Locking myself in my room and not

       talking to anyone for days

The Situation

I can bounce back by (circle the best options)

Telling the teacher my side of the 

Punching Archie
Throwing my books at Archie

        story
Crying to the teacher
Hiding under the table
Getting on with the project and trying
to get the work done

The Situation

Bounce or Splat?
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A group of kids are playing a game at lunchtime. You
ask if you can join in and they say no.

Your family are going to have a fun day out. Your 
parents take a vote to decide where to go. You get
outvoted and won't get to do what you wanted to do.

Ruining the outing for everyone else
Understanding that I can't always 

Trying to enjoy the outing
         get what I want

I can bounce back by (circle the best options)

Crying and complaining
Asking if my family can do my idea 

Being grumpy the whole day
       another day

The Situation

I can bounce back by (circle the best options)

Playing with some other kids
Yelling at the group of kids
Finding something to do on my own

Crying to the teacher
Asking the kids if I can join in next time
Being grumpy all day

The Situation

Bounce or Splat?
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Sometimes thoughts pop into our heads that aren't helpful or even true!
They are like 'frownie' bubbles! When this happens, try to POP those

'frownies' and turn them into 'smileys' instead. 

Frownie Vs Smiley Thought Bubbles

Frownie thought Smiley thought

Here are some 'frownie' thoughts - can you turn them into 
'smiley' thoughts instead? 

She's so much 
better than me  

I know I'm
going to mess up  

Nobody likes
me  
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CHARGE!
To be resilient, you need to look after your body and your mind. Just

like a phone needs to be charged, you need to be charged too! 
You can stay charged by....

H

C

R

A

G

E

CONNECTING with other people

Thinking HAPPY thoughts

Taking time to REST & getting enough sleep

Engaging in ACTIVITIES you enjoy

EXERCISING

Eating food that is GOOD for you
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To Calm My Mind and Body I Can......
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I  AM GRATEFUL FOR. . .

Food Love

My Family

Sunshine

My Home
Friends

Flowers

Clothes Rainbows

I am also 
grateful for...

I am also 
grateful for...

I am also 
grateful for...
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My Gratitude Gallery
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Stay CHARGED!
4

Learn from mistakes

How To Be A 
Power Girl!

 YOU are one of a kind
and perfect just the way

you are!

Choose friends that
make you feel good 

Bounce back!

Know your strengths!

1

3

2

4

5

6

7

8

Choose your own
thoughts

Practise Gratitude

Remember Your Super Powers!
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